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The use of Hilbert space for formulation of quantum mechanics [1] has led
inevitably to the question what are the "physical" reasons for the usefulness or even
necessity of Hilbert space in the construction of a scheme of quantum mechanics.
This problem was raised by von Neumann who has developed two ways for its
solution. The first studies the algebraic structure of the set of observables, the second
studies the set of yes-no experiments. Both the methods have been combined in the
paper [2], where a bibliography to this problem can be found.
The task is to demonstrate:
1) There is a unit vector in Hilbert space (which is determined perhaps up to
multiplication by a complex unit) for every irreducible state of a physical system,
a projection for every yes — no experiment and a self-adjoint operator for every
observable.
2

2) The probability of finding the system in the state t/> is |(<p, \j/)\ if the system is
in the state (p ((p, \j/ are the unit vectors corresponding by 1) to the states).
3) Every projector (self-adjoint operator) in Hilbert space corresponds to a yes-no
experiment (to an observable). Every unit vector corresponds to a physically realizable
state.
The existence of a Hilbert space related to a physical system is proved usually
by exploiting the theorem about realization of a modular lattice by subspaces of
a vector space. This solves 1). The problem of transition probability 2) is solved by
Gleason's theorem. For the proof of this one the first part of 3) is necessary, namely,
that every projector is physically meaningful (it suffices to suppose less, but something
is necessary). The second part of 3) is used for the demonstration of Wigner's theorem
about symmetry.
However, Gudder [3] expressed the opinion that this goal has not yet been achieved:
in order to demonstrate 1) it is necessary to suppose completeness and atomicity
of the lattice of yes-no experiments and these properties are not obvious. Therefore,
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another method for the construction of a Hilbert space for a physical system is given
in [3], namely, through localization.
However, the Hilbert space constructed in [3] contains all states, not only the
irreducible ones, and so it should be identified with the space of self-adjount operators
A with tr (A 2 ) < co in the usual formulation.
The aim of this remark is to show that the construction of this Hilbert space for
systems which are not localizable can be achieved by adding two axioms to the part
of the system from [2] — axioms which have an evident meaning. For this modified
system of axioms, atomicity is not necessary.
We accept axioms A.l — A.9 from [2] with this modification: we shall suppose
that the set of states is strongly order-determining [4],
From AAO we take the following part:
B.l. To every irreducible state S there is an observable (p(S). This correspondence
can be extended linearly on to the linear space S£ generated by irreducible states
so that the images belong to the space generated by observables and
(1)

0 ^ <<p(S), o-> ^ 1 ,

SE^,

O any state,

is the probability of finding the system in the state S if it is in the state a.
In [2], it is assumed that cp(S) is a yes-no experiment for the irreducible state S.
This will not be used and from (l) it can be shown that the spectrum of (p(S) is in
<0, 1> for every irreducible state S.
Proof. If a part of spectrum is in ( - c o , 0), then x = cp~l((— oo, 0)) + 0 and
there is a state o with a(x) = 1. Then <<p(S), cr> < 0 which contradicts (l).
For a part of spectrum in (l, oo) the proof is similar with x = <p -1 ((l, oo)) and

<<KS),o->> l.
The observable cp(S) will be further assumed to satisfy B.2:
(2)

<<p(S), a} = <<p(<j), 5> ,

5, a e J§? .

This can be demonstrated ([2]), but the demonstration requires further assumptions about cp. Since (2) has a simple meaning, it is easier to assume (2) instead of other
additional properties.
Before we formulate the last assumption, we introduce the following notation:
If S1?...,Sn
are irreducible states and Xt non-negative numbers with Xx + ...
... + Xn = 1, then a = X1S1 + ... + XnSn is a state e <£. <(/>(G"), O"> is a quadratic
form in Xl9 ... and represents the probability which can be measured by altering
the procedures for (p(St), ... with frequencies Xl9 .... It is obvious that by expanding
the number of states this probability must diminish. Hence B.3. If <J = 11S1 + ...
... + XnSn, Xi ^ 0 Yfii — 1, if Sl5 •-., 5„ are independent states and the irreducible
state S0 does not belong to the space generated by 5 l 5 ..., 5„ then for sufficiently
small X0 > 0 it is
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<(p(X0S0 + (1 - A0) a), A0S0 + (1 - A0) o)

=

<<p(er), (j> .

This inequality remains true if we take the state S0 as a linear combination of
irreducible states which does not belong to the space generated by Sx, ..., S,r
This principle of diminishing probability implies
(3)

{cp(o\ <x> = 0

for all

a e <£ .

R e m a r k . This is true for a in the convex cone generated by the set of irreducible
states due to (1).
Proof, a) If S1? S2 are two distinct states, S = XSX + (1 — A) S2 is a state only
for Xfrom a finite interval. Indeed, there must be a yes-no,experiment x with Sx(x) +
=f= S2(x), S(x) = X(Sx(x) - S2(x)) + S2(x) and this number must be = 0 and = 1.
b) Let Sx, S2 be convex combinations of irreducible states ou ..., on. On the line
connecting Sl9 S2 there are two states Si, S2 such that all states are on the segment
with the end-points Si, S2.
Let ai9 ..., ok be linearly independent. Then a 1? ..., on are in a (k — 1)-dimensional
hyperplane P of the k-dimensional space Rk — this follows from the fact that AS, S
a state, is a state only for A = 1.
Now Si, S2 are linear combinations of some states o-l5'...,'cr., and S2 must lie
outside the minimal subspace to which Si belongs and vice versa.
Let us consider the quadratic form
xjj(X) = {cp(XS[ + (1 - X) S2), ASi + (1 - X) S^>

for

X e <0, 1> .

It is non-negative (due to (1)) and at the end-points it is decreasing by our assumption
B.3. It is therefore non-negative for all X.
c) Let S = X1o1 + ... + XjOj — (Xj+1oj+l
of irreducible states au ..., on and all Xt _ 0.

+ ... + Xnon) be any combination

If we suppose Xx + ... + Xj + Xj + l + ... + Xn = 1 then S = A ^ C i + ...
... + A}r/;) + (1 - A)(Ai + 1Gi + 1 + ... X'non) and AiG! + ..., Xj+laj+l
+ . . . a r e two
states and we can apply b).
If x = Xl + ... + Xn 4= 0, we can multiply by x " 1 .
If Ax + ... + Xn — 0, we form soi + A^rI! + ... + Xnon. It is<(p(e(71 + AiO! + . . . ) ,
eo-j + ...> = e 2 <...> + e{...} + <c/?(A1r/1 + ...), X1ol + ...>.
This is

=

0 for e > 0 and the last term on the right hand side must be

=

0.

Now (2) and (3) state that the space !£ equipped with the bilinear form
(a, S) = <<p(o), S>
is a pre-Hilbert space over the field of real numbers.
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Souhrn
POZNÁMKA KE DVĚMA Č L Á N K Ů M O AXIOMATICE

KVANTOVÉ

MECHANIKY
VÁCLAV

ALDA

Modifikací schématu (pocházejícího od Gunsona) lze ukázat, že prostor generovaný
všemi irreducibilními stavy má prehilbertovskou

strukturu. Positivita

skalárního

součinu plyne z předpokladu, že pravděpodobnost nalezení systému v irreducibilním
stavu klesá s rostoucím počtem složek stavu, v němž se systém nachází.
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